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ABSTRACT
We propose a variant of temporal-difference learning that approximates average and
differential costs of an irreducible aperiodic Markov chain. Approximations are comprised
of linear combinations of fixed basis functions whose weights are incrementally updated
during a single endless trajectory of the Markov chain. We present a proof of convergence
(with probability 1), and a characterization of the limit of convergence. We also provide
a bound on the resulting approximation error that exhibits an interesting dependence on
the "mixing time" of the Markov chain. The results parallel previous work by the authors,
involving approximations of discounted cost-to-go.
1 Introduction
Temporal-difference learning, originally proposed by Sutton (1988), is an algorithm for
approximating the cost-to-go function of a Markov chain (the expected future cost, as a
function of the initial state). Given a set of basis functions, the algorithm tunes a vector of
weights so that the weighted combination of the basis functions approximates the cost-to-
go function. The weights are iteratively adapted based on information drawn from either
simulation or observation of a Markov process. Updates occur upon each state transition
with the objective of improving the approximation as time progresses.
The reason for our interest in cost-to-go functions is their central role in dynamic
programming algorithms for solving Markov decision problems. In particular, given the
cost-to-go function associated with a given control policy, one can perform an iteration
of the classical policy iteration method to obtain an improved policy (Bertsekas, 1995).
However, when the state space is large, the exact computation of the cost-to-go function
becomes infeasible, and this is why we are interested in approximations.
A comprehensive convergence analysis for the case of discounted Markov chains has been
provided by the authors (Tsitsiklis and Van Roy, 1997). A simplified version of that work,
together with extensions to the case of undiscounted absorbing Markov chains, is presented
in (Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1995). Related analyses are given by (Sutton, 1988), (Dayan,
1992), (Gurvits et al., 1994), and (Pineda, 1996). The purpose of the present paper is to
propose a variant of temporal-difference learning that is suitable for approximating differ-
ential cost functions of undiscounted Markov chains (i.e., solutions to Poisson's equation),
and to extend the analysis of (Tsitsiklis and Van Roy, 1997) to this new context. The
contributions of this paper include the following:
1. A temporal-difference learning algorithm that approximates differential cost functions
is proposed.
2. Convergence (with probability 1) is established for the case where approximations are
generated by linear combinations of basis functions over a finite state space.
3. The limit of convergence is characterized as the solution to a set of interpretable linear
equations, and a bound is placed on the resulting approximation error. Furthermore,
a relationship between the error bound and the "mixing time" of the Markov chain is
identified.
This paper is not the first to consider simulation-based methods that iteratively evaluate
differential cost functions. However, the algorithms that have been explored in this context
generally make use of look-up table representations, which involve storing and updating
one value per state in the state space. We refer the reader to (Mahadevan, 1996) for a
survey of relevant experimental work and to (Abounadi, Bertsekas, and Borkar, 1997) for
a theoretical treatment.
There is no prior work explicitly dealing with approximations of differential cost func-
tions. It is known that the differential cost function of an infinite horizon Markov chain is the
same as the cost-to-go function of an auxiliary absorbing Markov chain (Bertsekas, 1995;
Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996). This relationship motivates one way of using temporal-
difference learning to approximate a differential cost function, namely, deriving the auxil-
iary absorbing Markov chain and then employing an existing version of temporal-difference
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learning. However, this reduction can affect approximations in undesirable ways, as we
discuss next.
In temporal-difference learning, each weight update is dependent on a history of vis-
ited states. When temporal-difference learning is applied to an absorbing Markov chain,
multiple finite trajectories (each terminating at an absorbing state) are simulated. Weight
updates occur during these simulations, and the history of visited states is erased upon
the termination of each trajectory. Even though restarting the record of visited states is
appropriate for an absorbing Markov chain, it is unnatural for the original infinite horizon
Markov chain. Due to this peculiarity introduced by the reduction, it is preferable to use a
variant of temporal-difference learning designed specifically for approximating differential
cost functions, as the one we will introduce in this paper.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide a pre-
cise definition of the algorithm. Section 3 presents our convergence result, together with
assumptions and a proof. In Section 4, we develop a bound for the approximation error
associated with the limit of convergence. Section 5 presents and analyzes another variant
of temporal-difference learning. Some new insights that stem from the analysis are also
discussed. Finally, concluding remarks are made in Section 6.
2 Average Cost Temporal-Difference Learning
In this section, we define precisely the nature of average cost temporal-difference learning.
While the temporal-difference learning method as well as our subsequent results can be
generalized to Markov chains with infinite state spaces, we restrict our attention to the case
where the state space is finite.
We consider a Markov chain with a state space S = {1,..., n}. The sequence of states
visited by the Markov chain is denoted by {it I t = 0, 1,...}. The Markov chain is defined
by a transition probability matrix P whose (i, j)th entry, denoted by Pij, is the probability
that it+l = j given that it = i. We make the following assumption concerning the dynamics
of the Markov chain:
Assumption 1 The Markov chain corresponding to P is irreducible and aperiodic.
It follows from this assumption that the Markov chain has a unique invariant distribution
gr that satisfies 7r'P = 7r' with 7r(i) > 0 for all i. Let Eo[ ] denote expectation with respect
to this distribution.
For any state i C S, a scalar g(i) represents the cost of remaining in the state for one
time step. We define the average cost by [* = Eo[g(it)], and a differential-cost function is
any function J: S X- R satisfying Poisson's equation, which takes the form
J = g -/I*e + PJ,
where e CE n is the vector with each component equal to 1, and J and g are viewed as
vectors in Rn. Under Assumption 1, it is known that differential cost functions exist and
the set of all differential cost functions takes the form {J* + celc E R), for some function
J* satisfying 7r'J* = 0 (Gallager, 1996). We will refer to J* as the basic differential cost
function, and it is known that, under Assumption 1, this function is given by
J* = E Pt(g -.*e). (1)
t=O
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Furthermore, if J is any differential cost function, then J(i) - J(j) represents the difference
in expected future costs if the initial state j were to be replaced by i, and can be used to
guide the policy iteration algorithm.




Here, r = (r(1),...,r(K))' is a parameter vector and each Ok is a fixed scalar function
defined on the state space S. The functions Ok can be viewed as basis functions (or as vectors
of dimension n), while each r(k) can be viewed as the associated weight. In approximating
a differential cost function, one wishes to choose the parameter vector r so as to minimize
some error metric between the function J(., r) and the space of differential cost functions.
It is convenient to define a vector-valued function 0 : S ->, sK, by letting q(i) =
(1 (i),. .. , OK(i)) . With this notation, the approximation can also be written in the form
J(i, r) = r'b(i) or J(r) = (Dr, where ~ is an n x K matrix whose kth column is equal to
Ok; that is,
We= k ".. o
We make the following assumption concerning the choice of basis functions:
Assumption 2 (a) The basis functions {1k I k = 1,..., K} are linearly independent (i.e.,
4 has full rank).
(b) For every r E RK, O(r 7 e.
Suppose that we observe a sequence of states it generated according to the transition
probability matrix P. Given that at a time t, the parameter vector r has been set to some
value rt, and we have an approximation pt to the average cost [*, we define the temporal
difference dt corresponding to the transition from it to it+l by
dt = g(it) - Mt + J(it+l,rt) - J(it, rt). (2)
For each time t = 0,1,..., the average cost temporal-difference learning algorithm
updates the average cost estimate /t and the parameter vector rt. The average cost estimate
is updated according to
Pt+l = (1 - ?t)/pt + r7tg(it),
where /io is an initial estimate and Ut is a sequence of scalar step sizes. The parameter
vector evolves according to a more complex iteration:
t
rt+l = rt + ytdt E A-k O(ik), (3)
k=O
where the components of ro are initialized to arbitrary values, yt is a sequence of scalar
step sizes, and A is a parameter in [0, 1). Since temporal-difference learning is actually a
continuum of algorithms, parameterized by A, it is often referred to as TD(A).
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A more convenient representation of TD(A) is obtained if we define a sequence of eligi-
bility vectors zt (of dimension K) by
t
Zt = A at-kq(ik)· (4)
k=O
With this new notation, the parameter updates are given by
rt+l = rt + 'tdtzt,
and the eligibility vectors can be updated according to
Zt+l = AZt + 0(it+l),
initialized with z-1 = 0. Note that it is important to set the parameter A to values less
than one, since the eligibility vector becomes unstable if A > 1.
We make one final assumption, regarding the step size sequences.
Assumption 3 (a) The sequence at is positive, deterministic, and satisfies Et-o Yt = oo
and Et-O0 72 < 00.
(b) There exists a positive scalar c such that the sequence nt satisfies nyt = cyt, for all t.
The TD(A) algorithm we have described simultaneously tunes estimates of the average
cost and a differential cost function. This will be the primary algorithm studied in this
paper. However, we will also consider an interesting alternative that involves first finding
an estimate p to the average cost p*, and then carrying out the updates given by Equation
(3) with dt defined by
dt = g(it) - + J(it+, rt) - J(it, rt),
instead of Equation (2). We analyze this algorithm in Section 5, and in the process, we will
uncover an intriguing relationship between the error /* - /I of the average cost estimate
and the error of the approximated differential cost function.
3 Convergence Result
In this section, we present the main result of this paper, which establishes convergence
and characterizes the limit of convergence of average cost temporal-difference learning. We
begin by introducing some notation that helps to streamline the formal statement of results,
as well as the analysis.
Recall that 7(1),..., ir(n) denote the steady-state probabilities for the process it. We
define an n x n diagonal matrix D with diagonal entries or(1),..., wr(n). It is easy to see
that (x,y)D = x'Dy defines a Hilbert space with norm I ' ID = (/,')D. We say that
two vectors J, J are D-orthogonal if J'DJ = 0. Regarding notation, we will also use II II,
without a subscript, to denote the Euclidean norm on vectors or the Euclidean-induced
norm on matrices. (That is, for any matrix A, we have IIA[l = maxill 1l=1 IiAxll.)
We define a projection matrix HI that projects onto the subspace spanned by the basis
functions. In particular, we let II = ()(I)'D4)- 1 'D. For any J E Rn, we then have
IIJ=arg_ min IIJ- JIID.
JE{frrERK}
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We define an operator that is useful in characterizing the dynamics of average cost
temporal-difference learning. This operator, which we will refer to as the TD(A) operator,
is indexed by a parameter A E [0, 1) and is denoted by T() : Rn -+ Rn. It is defined by
T() J = (1 - A) E A E t(g -* e) + Pm+±J
m=0 t=O




is an approximation to the basic differential cost function where the summation in Equation
(1) is truncated after m terms, and the remainder of the summation is approximated by
pm+lj. In fact, the remainder of the summation is exactly equal to pm+lJ*, so pm+lJ
is a reasonable approximation when J* is unknown and J is its estimate. The function
T(A)J is therefore a geometrically weighted average of approximations to the differential
cost function.
Our convergence result follows.
Theorem 1 Under Assumptions 1, 2, and 3, the following hold:
(a) For any A C [0, 1), the average cost TD(A) algorithm, as defined in Section 2, converges
with probability 1.
(b) The limit of the sequence /t is the average cost /*.
(c) The limit r* of the sequence rt is the unique solution of the equation
HIT(A)(4r*) = OŽr*.
3.1 Preview of Proof
The next few subsections are dedicated to the development of a proof. Before diving into
technicalities, let us clarify the fundamental structure of the algorithm and discuss the
approach we take for its analysis.
We construct a process Xt = (it, it+l, zt), where zt is the eligibility vector defined by
Equation (4). It is easy to see that Xt is a Markov process. In particular, zt+l and it+1
are deterministic functions of Xt, and the distribution of it+2 only depends on it+l. Note
that at each time t, the random vector Xt, together with the current values of /ut and rt,
provides all necessary information for computing [t+l and rt+l.
So that we can think of the TD(A) algorithm as adapting only a single vector, we
introduce a sequence Ot E RK+1 with components 0t(l) = /it and Ot(i) = rt(i - 1) for
i G (2,..., n + 1), or using more compact notation,
St = [t
The TD(A) updates can be rewritten as
ot+l = Ot + +yt(A(Xt)Ot + b(Xt)), (5)
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for certain matrix and vector-valued functions A(.) and b(.). In particular, for any X
(i,j,z), A(.) is given by
A(X) 0.- ]
and b(.) is given by
b(X) =| z[cg(i) '
where c is the constant in Assumption 3(b). Note that z(o'(j) - '(i)) is a K x K matrix
and z is a K-dimensional vector. Hence, for any X, A(X) is a (K + 1) x (K + 1) matrix,
while b(X) is a (K + 1)-dimensional vector.
As we will show later, A(Xt) and b(Xt) have well defined "steady-state" expectations,
which we denote by A and b. General results concerning stochastic approximation algo-
rithms can be used to show that the asymptotic behavior of the sequence generated by
Equation (5) mimics that of an ordinary differential equation:
ft = AOt + b.
Our analysis can be broken down into two parts. The first establishes that the relevant
ordinary differential equation converges (we will show that the matrix A is stable). The
second involves the application of a result from stochastic approximation theory to show
that the algorithm delivers similar behavior.
The following subsections are organized as follows. Subsection 3.2 proves a few lemmas
pertinent to characterizing the matrix A and the vector b, and establishing stability of A.
Subsection 3.3 presents the stochastic approximation result that will be employed. Finally,
in Subsection 3.4, the machinery provided by Subsection 3.2 is integrated with the stochastic
approximation result in order to prove the theorem.
3.2 Preliminaries
We begin with a fundamental lemma on Markov chains, which is central to the analysis of
TD(A).
Lemma 1 Under Assumption 1, for all J E Rn,
IIPJIID < IlJlDl 
Furthermore, unless J is proportional to e,
PJ#=J.
Proof: The fact that IIPJIID < IlJIID is proven as Lemma 1 in (Tsitsiklis and Van Roy,
1997). The second part is implied by Assumption 1(a), which ensures that limmoo p m J C
{celc C R}, ruling out the possibility that PJ = J for J ~ {celc E R). q.e.d.
The next lemma shows that analogous properties are enjoyed by a geometrically weighted
convex combination of powers of P.
Lemma 2 Let P(A) = (1-A) mo Ampm+l . Then, under Assumption 1, for any A c [O, 1)
and J E Cn,
IIP(A)JIID < IIJllo
Furthermore, unless J is proportional to e,
P(A) j = J.
Proof: The fact that IIP(A)JIID < IIJIID follows from the first part of Lemma 1 and the
triangle inequality.
Suppose that P(A)J = J. Then, J is a convex combination of the vectors Pm J, all of
which belong to the set {J I iJlID < IIJIID}. Since J is an extreme point of this set, we
must have J = Pm J for all m. By Lemma 1, this implies that J is proportional to e. q.e.d.
The following lemma establishes that the set of fixed points of T(A) is the set of differ-
ential cost functions.
Lemma 3 Under Assumption 1, for any A C [0, 1), we have
T(A)J=J if and only if JE{J*+celcC R}.
Proof: Suppose that J = J* + ce, for some scalar c. Then,
T(A) J = (1-A) TE Am E pt(g - * e) + p (J* + ce))
m=O t=O
1 - A) E Xm E Pt(g - *e)+pm+lJ* +ce
m=O t=O
- J* + ce
J.
On the other hand, suppose that J is not of the form J* + ce. Then,
T(A)J = T(A)J* + P(A)(J- J*)
= * +P(A)(Jj- *)
J*+(J- J*)
= J,
where the inequality follows from Lemma 2. q.e.d.
We next set out to characterize the "steady-state" expectations of A(Xt) and b(Xt).
While this can be done by taking limits of expectations as t goes to infinity, it is simpler to
characterize expectations of a process that is already in steady-state. We therefore make a
short digression to construct a stationary version of Xt.
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We proceed as follows. Let {itl -oo < t < oo} be a Markov chain that evolves according
to the transition probability matrix P and is in steady-state, in the sense that Pr(it = i) =
7r(i) for all i and all t. Given any sample path of this Markov chain, we define
t
Zt = E At-rT(ii) · (6)
T=--00
Note that Zt is constructed by taking the stationary process 0(it), whose magnitude is
bounded by a constant, and passing it through an exponentially stable linear time invariant
filter. The output zt of this filter is stationary and its magnitude is bounded by a constant
(the same constant applies to all sample paths). With zt so constructed, we let Xt =
(it, it+l, zt) and note that this is a Markov process with the same transition probabilities
as the process constructed in Subsection 3.2. Furthermore, the state space of this process,
which we will denote by S, is bounded. We can now identify E[. ] with the expectation
with respect to the invariant distribution of this process.
Let us now provide a lemma, characterizing the steady-state expectations of several
expressions of interest. We omit the proof, since it would follow the same steps as that of
Lemma 7 in (Tsitsiklis and Van Roy, 1997).
Lemma 4 Under Assumption 1, the following relations hold:
(a) Eo[zt¢'(it)] = Zm= 0 AXm'DPm'<,
(b) Eo[zt¢'(it+i)] = zm°o Ar' VDPm + l ),
(c) Eo [zt] = 1- X'De.
(d) Eo[ztg(it)] = Emo Am I'DPm g.
Recall that the TD(A) algorithm can be written as
Ot+i = St + -y(A(Xt)0t + b(Xt)),
as explained in Subsection 3.2. The following lemma characterizes the steady-state expec-
tations Eo[A(Xt)] and Eo[b(Xt)], which we will denote by A and b.
Lemma 5 Under Assumption 1, the steady-state expectations A = Eo[A(Xt)] and b =
Eo[b(Xt)] are given by
A -C 0 0...0L- = _ _,De V'D (P() - z) - J
and
b = VD'D(1- A) Em=0 A -m Pt
Proof: Using Lemma 4, and the relation




Eo[zt(/'(iti+) -0 (it))] = 'D E (AP) m (P -z )
m=0
= 'D (( - A) E mpm+ _ I) 41)
m=O
= 1:DD(P) - I) .
Since A is given by
A -c 0... 0
A -- 0Eo[zt] Eo[Zt(/'(it+l) -- '(it))] 
this establishes the desired characterization of A. As for the case of b, using Lemma 4, we
have
oo
Eo[ztg(it)] = = E Am 1'DP m g
m=O
= 'D(1 - A) E Aim E PS.
m=O t=O
Combining this with the fact that
b= cEo[g(it)]]
Eo[ztg(it)] 
completes the proof. q.e.d.
The following lemma establishes that the expectations of A(Xt) and b(Xt) converge to
their steady-state values quickly. This fact is used in the stochastic approximation result
we will employ.
Lemma 6 Under Assumption 1, there exist scalars C and p E (0, 1) such that for any
Xo E S and t > O, we have
[ E[A(Xt)lXo] - A < Cpt,
and
I E[b(Xt)IXo] - b < Cpt.
Proof: It is well known that for any irreducible aperiodic finite state Markov chain, there
exist scalars C and p E (0, 1) such that
IPr(it = ilio) - ir(i)I < Cpt, Vio, i E S,t > O.
Using this fact it is easy to show that there exist scalars C and p E (0, 1) such that
l E[z(it)q'(it+m)jio] - Eo[z(it)q'(it+m)]ll Cpt, Vio E S,m > Ot > 0O
and
lE[z(it)io] - Eo[z(it)][l < Cpt, Vio E S,t > 0.
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(The details of this argument are straightforward, and can be found in (Tsitsiklis and Van
Roy, 1997).) The result pertaining to the matrix A follows. The proof for the case involving
the vector b involves similar arguments. q.e.d.
The matrix V'D(P(A) - 1)I can be shown to be negative definite, and this fact formed
the basis for the convergence analysis of discounted cost TD(A) in (Tsitsiklis and Van
Roy, 1997). In the context of average cost TD(A), the matrix A is not necessarily negative
definite, and a slightly different property must be used. In particular, the next lemma shows
that the matrix A becomes negative definite under an appropriate coordinate scaling.
Lemma 7 Under Assumptions 1 and 2, there exists a diagonal matrix L with positive
diagonal entries, such that the matrix LA is negative definite.
Proof: We begin by showing that the matrix V'D(P(-)- fI)1 is negative definite. By Lemma
2, for any J B {celc E R), we have IIP(A)JIID < IIJllD and P(A)J : J. In other words,
for any J ¢ {celc E R), J and P(A)J are distinct elements of the set {J I IIJIID < IIJII}
Hence, given a vector J ({celc E R), there are three possibilities: (a) IIP(A)JIID < IlJIID;
(b) IIP(A)JIID = llJIID and the vectors P(A)J and J are not collinear; (c) lIP(A)JIID = IIJIID
and P(A)J =-J. In case (a) we have
J'DP(A)J < I1JIIDIIP(A)JIID < 11J112 = J'DJ,
while in cases (b) and (c) we have
J'DP(A)J < IIJIIDIIP(A)JIID •< IIJII1 = J'DJ
Therefore, for all J ¢ {celc E R},
J'D(P(®) - I)J < 0.
Since the columns of ( are linearly independent and do not span {celc c R} (Assumption
2), the negative definiteness of I'D(P(A) - I) follows.
Let L be a diagonal matrix with the first diagonal entry equal to some scalar f > 0 and
every other diagonal entry equal to one. Then, given a vector
we have
O'LAO =-ec-2 1 - A I e ' D (Dr + rT''D(P(A) - I)(r.
Note that
1- Ale'Dcr 1 < AIlelIDIIDrIlD 1 -= -l rllD < C llrI,
for some constant C1 > 0, and since (I)D(P(X) - I)( is negative definite,
r'4I'D(P() - I)4r < -C2 lrI 2 ,
for some constant C2 > 0. It follows that
O'LAO < -eclz2 + Ci11lrll - C2 11r112,
and by setting f to a value satisfying Cj2 < 4ecC2, we have
O'LAO < 0,
for any 0 #4 0. q.e.d.
3.3 A Result on Stochastic Approximation
To establish convergence of TD(A) based on the steady-state dynamics, we rely on results
from stochastic approximation theory. The following Theorem (Proposition 4.8 from page
174 of (Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996)) is a special case of a very general result (Theorem
17 on page 239 of (Benveniste et al., 1987)), and it provides the basis for a corollary that
will suit our needs.
Theorem 2 Consider an iterative algorithm of the form
Ot+I = Ot + yt(A(Xt)Ot + b(Xt)),
where:
(a) The step sizes Yt are positive, deterministic, and satisfy Et0o yt = oo and E=o yt2 < 00.
(b) The Markov process Xt, which evolves in a state space S, has an invariant (steady-state)
distribution. Let Eo[.] stand for the expectation with respect to this invariant distribution.
(c) The matrix A defined by A = Eo[A(Xt)] is negative definite.
(d) There exists a constant C such that IIA(X)II < C and lIb(X)Il < C, for all X E S.
(e) There exist scalars C and p C (0, 1) such that
||E[A(Xt)lXo = X]-A < C pt, Vt > O,X G S,
and
[E[b(Xt)lXo = X] -b < Cpt, Vt > O,X c S,
where b = Eo[b(Xt)].
Then, Ot converges to 0*, with probability 1, where O* is the unique vector that satisfies
AO* + b = 0.
We next state and prove the following corollary, which suits the needs of our proof
of Theorem 1. Note that the only difference between this corollary and Theorem 2 is in
Condition (c) pertaining to negative definiteness.
Corollary 1 The conclusions of Theorem 2 remain valid if Condition (c) is replaced by the
following condition:
(c') Let the matrix A be defined by A = Eo[A(Xt)]. There exists a diagonal matrix L with
positive diagonal entries such that LA is negative definite.
Proof: We first note that LA is negative definite if and only if L2AL- 2 is negative definite.
This follows from the fact that
O'LAs = 0'L2AL-2 O,
for any 0, where 0 = L20, or for any 0, where 0 = L-20.
Let 6t = L20t. We then have
Ot+l = St + t (LA(Xt)L- 2 t + L b(Xt)).
The steady-state expectation L2AL-2 = Eo[L A(Xt)L-2] is negative definite because LA
is negative definite. It follows from Theorem 2 that Ot converges to the vector 0* that solves
L2AL- 2* + L2b = 0. Therefore, Ot converges to 9*, and we have AO* + b = 0. q.e.d.
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3.4 Proof of Theorem 1
Let us verify that the conditions of Corollary 1 are satisfied by the TD(A) algorithm. Con-
dition (a) is satisfied by the requirements on step sizes that we made for TD(A). We have
already discussed condition (b), and validity of condition (c') is established by Lemma 7.
Note that zt, g(it), and 0(it), are bounded since it lies in a finite state space S. Hence,
it is easy to show that A(Xt) and b(Xt) are bounded, satisfying condition (d). Validity
of condition (e) is established by Lemma 6. Since all conditions are satisfied, the limit of
convergence 0* of the TD(A) algorithm satisfies
AO* + b = 0,
with probability 1.
Invoking Lemma 5, we recall that b(1) = c/u*, and observe that (AO*)(1) = -c0*(1). We
therefore have 0*(1) = ,/*, i.e., the sequence /t converges to /*. Let the vector r* E Rn be
given by r* = (8*(2),..., 0*(n+ 1))'. Then, using Lemmas 3 and 5, the relation 1/(1- A)
(1 - A) Em°=o A m (m + 1), and the equation AO* + b = 0, we obtain
oo m
-D(( - A) , AnEm Pt = p'tD(P() -I)- r* - / dDe,
m=O t=O I A
00 m 00 m
-aVD(I - A) Axm E Ptg = V'D(P() - I),r* - 'D(1 - A) E Am E p"*e,
m=O t=O m=O t=O




Or* = IDT(X) (Orr*).
This completes the proof. q.e.d.
4 Approximation Error
We have proven that the sequence rt generated by TD(A) converges to r*, which uniquely
solves IIT(A)(Dr*) = Ir*. However, we have not commented on the quality of this final
approximation. In this section, we propose a definition of approximation error, study a few
of its properties, and derive error bounds.
4.1 A Definition of Error
In our analysis of discounted cost TD(A) (Tsitsiklis and Van Roy, 1997), we employed the
error metric IIjr* - J*IID, where J* was the cost-to-go function for a discounted Markov
chain. This formulation enabled the development of a graceful error bound. In the context
of average cost TD(A), one might proceed similarly and define the error to be IIlr* - J*IID,
where J* is the basic differential cost function. However, because we would be content
with a good approximation of any differential cost function, and not just the basic one,
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this definition may not accurately reflect our preferences. In particular, there may exist a
parameter vector T such that II7 - JIID is very small for some differential cost function J,
while I1lr - J*lID is large for all r. To accommodate this possibility, we will employ as our
definition of approximation error the infimum of the weighted Euclidean distance from the
set of all differential cost functions, which is given by the following expression:
inf lI1r* - J[D = inf Ij4 r* - (J* + ce)IID.
JE{J*+celEjR) cER
In addition to catering intuitive appeal, this definition will lead to a graceful error bound.
4.2 An Alternative Characterization
The error metric provided in the previous subsection can be expressed in a form that does
not involve infimization. To derive this alternative representation, we first note that any
vector J E Rn can be decomposed into a component PJ that is D-orthogonal to e, and a
component (I - P)J that is a multiple of e, where P is the projection matrix defined by
P = I - ee'D.
It is easily checked that
P = I - er' = I - lim pt.
t-oo
This implies that P and P commute (i.e., PP = PP). By definition of J*, we have
e'DJ* = Ir'J* = 0.
It follows that PJ* = J*. Since the minimum distance of the vector O(r* - J* from the
subspace {celc E R} is equal to the magnitude of the projection onto the orthogonal com-
plement of the subspace, we have
inf I)4r* - (J* + ce)llD = IPmr* - J*IlD.
cER
From here on, we will use this simpler characterization rather than the original definition
of approximation error.
4.3 A Decomposition of Basis Functions
The projection introduced in the previous subsection can be applied to each basis function
bk to obtain the function p7'k, which is D-orthogonal to e. In this subsection, we show
that replacing each qk by Pqk does not change the limit to which TD(A) converges or the
resulting approximation error.
Recall that TD(A) converges to the unique solution r* of the equation IT(A) (4r*) = r*.
Let
(I = p72,
and note that I replaces (I, if each basis functions qk is replaced by Pq~k. When the basis
functions POq1,..., PqK are employed, TD(A) converges to a vector r that satisfies
iT(A) (¥P) = ¥,
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where the matrix IH is defined by
H= (~'D~)-I ' D .
We will now show that r* = r.
Using the definition of T(X) and the property e'DP = wr'P = ir', it is easily verified that
for any r,
e'D(T(X)(,r) - (r) = 0.
By the fixed point equation HT(A)((r*) = Ir*, we also have
D (T(-)((Dr *) - 1r*) = 0,
for each basis function /k. It follows that for any projected basis function 5k = P0k, there
is a scalar c such that
kD (T(-)(/ r*) - 4r*) = (Ok + ce)'D(T(X)(,r*) - 1r*) = 0.
The fact that
T(X)(¥r*) = T(X)(-r* + ae) = T(A) (r*) + ae,
for some constant a, then leads to the conclusion that
kD(T(-')(Tr*) - Tr*) = -4D(T(A)(qr*) - Or*) = 0.
Hence, flT(X)(Tr*) = Tr* and r* = r.
4.4 Mixing Times
In the next subsection, we will provide a bound on the error associated with the limiting
weight vector r*. Central to the development of this bound will be the notion of a "mixing
time," which represents the time it takes for a Markov process to reach steady state. In
this section, we motivate the relationship between mixing times and approximation error,
and we will define "mixing factors" that will be used in the statement of our bound.
We begin by presenting some intuition concerning the bound that was established in
(Tsitsiklis and Van Roy, 1997) in the context of discounted cost temporal-difference learn-
ing. To simplify the exposition here, we will focus on the case of A = 0. The operator T(O)
for discounted cost Markov chains is defined by T(°)J = g + aPJ, where ao E (0, 1) is the
discount factor. To reduce notation, let T = T(O). This operator can be used to compute
expected costs over a finite number of time steps. In particular, the expected (discounted)
cost over k time steps, starting at a state i, is given by (TkO)(i), and TkO -e J*, where J*
is the infinite-horizon cost-to-go function. Now consider approximating TkO, for each k,
using (HT)kO. This approximation can be thought of as the result of a sequence of approxi-
mations - each iterate generated by an application of T is approximated by projecting onto
the subspace spanned by the basis functions. Because error is introduced at each iteration,
one might conjecture that the error accumulates and diverges as k grows. However this
is not the case, and (HT)kO actually converges to an approximation of J*. In (Tsitsiklis
and Van Roy, 1997), the fact that the future costs are discounted was instrumental in the
development of an error bound. In particular, the discount factor reduces the effects of
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the errors accumulated over repeated applications of IIT. One way of understanding this




and that the terms in the summation that involve many repeated projections are heavily
discounted. This discounting keeps the accumulated error bounded.
In average cost TD(0), there is no discount factor, so the development of an error bound
must rely on other properties of the Markov chain. The fact that a Markov chain settles
into steady state serves this purpose. In particular, accurate approximations of expected
future costs for times beyond the mixing time of the Markov chain are unnecessary. This
is because the Markov chain will be in steady state, and therefore, expected per-stage costs
are virtually equal to the average cost of the Markov chain, regardless of the current state.
This phenomenon plays a role analogous to that of discounting in the context of discounted
Markov chains.
We now discuss some possible characterizations of mixing. Let J be some function
defined on the state space. Mixing can be viewed as an assumption that E[J(it) lio] converges
to Eo[J(it)] at the rate of 't, where the "mixing factor" a! E [0, 1) is a constant that captures
the rate at which mixing occurs. In fact, (I - P)J is aligned with e and is immaterial to
our context, whereas E[(PJ)(it) I io] converges to zero as t approaches infinity. Thus, one
possible assumption could be that E[(PJ)(it) I io] decreases like a t, for all functions J. In
terms of the transition probability matrix P, this would be captured by an assumption that
HIPPIID < a.
For the purposes of our error bounds, we do not need every possible function J to
converge rapidly to steady-state. Rather, it suffices to consider only those functions that
are representable by our approximation architecture, i.e., linear combinations of the basis
functions Obk. We can capture this effect by projecting, using the projection matrix HI, and
place an assumption on the induced norm IIIPPIID, which is actually the same as IlIIPIID
since IIP = HI (this follows from the fact that H projects onto a subspace of the range onto
which P projects).
Finally, it turns out that an even weaker assumption will do, using the following idea.
Given any J E (0, 1), we define an auxiliary Markov chain with a transition matrix P3 =
I + J(P - I) and a cost function g9 = 3g. The basic differential cost function for this Markov
chain remains unchanged. This is because
Jg - 3t*e + (I + 6(P - I))J* = 6(g - J*e + PJ*) + (1 - J)J* = J*.
Similarly, it is easy to show that TD(0) generates the same limit of convergence for this
auxiliary Markov chain as it did for the original one. In this spirit, we can consider II IP lloD
as the relevant mixing factor. Furthermore, since 6 is arbitrary, we can obtain the tightest
possible bound by minimizing over all possible choices of 6.
For the more general case of A C [0, 1), the pertinent mixing time is that of the stochastic
matrix P(X) = (1 - A) EZmO AmPm+ l. (Note that P(0) = P, which brings us back to our
previous discussion concerning the case of A = 0.) Similar to the context of TD(0), we
define P6() = I + (P() - I), and we define a scalar ax for each A E [0, 1) by
at = inf IIIIP() IID.
6>0
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This mixing factor will be used to establish our error bound.
4.5 The Error Bound
We now state a theorem that provides a bound on approximation error. A proof is provided
in the next subsection.




(a) For each A E [0, 1), the mixing factor aAi is in [0, 1) and limxAti cx = 0.
(b) The following bound holds:
lP4)rA* - JIID < 1/H inf IP7Ir - J*IID1 2 -o rERK
Note that the bound is a multiple of
inf IIP r - J* lID,
which is the minimal error possible given the fixed set of basis functions. This term becomes
zero if there exists a parameter vector r and a scalar c for which Odr = J* + ce, that is, if
our "approximation architecture" is capable of representing exactly some differential cost
function.
The term 1//1- c decreases as oa decreases. Hence, the term is guaranteed to
approach its optimal value of 1 as A approaches 1. This suggests that larger values of A
may lead to lower approximation error.
4.6 Proof of Theorem 3
We begin by establishing part (a) of the theorem. Since ci, is the infimum of a set of
nonnegative reals, oA _> 0. From Lemma 2, we have IIP(A) ID < 1 and P(A)J Z4 J if J is not
proportional to e. It follows that for any a E (0, 1) and any J that is not proportional to e,
we have
IPPAP)JJID = IIP(OP(A)J + (1 - 8)J)IID < IIPJIID < lJIJl
(This is because PJ and PP(A)J are distinct elements of {PJ I IIPJIID < IIPJIID}, SO
their strictly convex combination cannot be an extreme point.) Note that II PP()JIID is
a continuous function of J and that the set {JIIlJllD < 1} is compact. It follows from
Weierstrass' theorem that for any S E (0, 1), IIPP) fID < 1. Since II = HP, we then have
,A = inf IlI1P() ID < inf IIPPj(A)D < inf IlPPJA)IID < 1.
>0 - >0 - 6E(0,1)
As for the limit as A approaches 1, we have
limo a = lim inf IIHIPA)iID • lim)IITP(A) D < lim IIpp(A) ID.
A- I l 3>0 M - MT17
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Assumption 1 implies that
lim IIPPtIID = 0.
t-0oo
It follows that
lim Ipp(A) IID = lim (1 - A) AtPP t+l = 0.
Afl 41 t=O D
This completes the proof for part (a).
Let T() - ( - 5)I + ST(>). It is easy to see that T(® )J* = J* and IT ( >)(Ir*) = r.
For any nonnegative scalar 6, we have
= |IIT?(r* ) T )112 J*112
A-D A D
)II P -A)( r) y p(A)J* + 2 () -J ( p
= nIP( ) - | (A)P 1J*IID + IJ* - nJ*l11
• IITlPJ')IIDII(Pr*A - J*I ± j IIJ j Dj
Since 6 is an arbitrary nonnegative scalar, we have
inrd -JA-J A clljr -JID + IIJ*s - J*ill 
and it follows that
Pr* - J*ID < 2lJ* - IIJ*ID
Since
IIJ* - n IJ*lID = inf IIP4r - J*IID,
this completes the proof for part (b).
5 Using a Fixed Average Cost Estimate
Recall that the basic differential cost function is defined by
o00
J* = p (- We).
t=O
When ]at = [*, the TD(A) algorithm essentially tunes rt to approximate this function. On
the other hand, when pt # /*, the algorithm tunes rt as if
Z pt(g - iLte)
t=O
were to be approximated. This series diverges since
lim pt(g -_e) : 0,
t--oo
for ,u Z j*. The fact that TD(A) converges at all may therefore seem strange. It turns
out that Assumption 2(b), which prevents the basis functions from spanning the space
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of constant functions, is instrumental in preventing divergence here. In some sense, the
absence of this subspace "filters out" effects that would lead to divergence when At !/*.
In this section, we present and analyze a variant of TD(A) that sheds some additional light
on this phenomenon.
We consider the use of a fixed average cost estimate / instead of the adapted sequence
p/t. Only the weight vector rt is updated. In particular, we have
rt+1 = rt + ytdtzt,
where the temporal-difference dt is given by
dt = (g(it) - j) + q'(it+l)rt - 0'(it)rt,
and the eligibility vectors are updated according to
zt+i = Azt + 0(it+l),
initialized with z_1 = 0.
Recall that the error bound associated with the original algorithm (Theorem 3) involved
a mixing factor
O, = inf IIlP()) I.
6>0
In addition to this mixing factor, the bound for our new algorithm will depend upon a
second mixing factor
A = inf IIIP() II.
6E[o,1]
This mixing factor is similar in spirit to crx, but involves a projection onto the range of I
instead of I. The restriction of a to values less than or equal to one simplifies the upcoming
bound and proof.
We have the following theorem establishing convergence and error bounds for TD(A)
with a fixed average cost estimate:
Theorem 4 Under Assumptions 1, 2, and 3, for any A C [0, 1), the following hold:
(a) The TD(A) algorithm with a fixed average cost estimate, as defined above, converges
with probability 1.
(b) The limit of convergence rla is the unique solution of the equation
T(X)(Ax) + 1 - Ile = 4I,.
(c) For any A C [0, 1), the mixing factor ,A is in [0, 1), and limxtl Px = 0.
(d) The limit of convergence Tr satisfies
I IpPr - J*IID < 1 inf II'Pr - J* IID + I1 eliD,
1- .2 rEjŽK I J (1 - /3)(1 - A)
where ca and P are defined as in Section 5.
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There are two somewhat unrelated terms involved in the bound of Theorem 4. The
first term is equal to the error bound of Theorem 3, and can be viewed as error brought
about by the choice of basis functions. The second term is proportional to the error in the
average cost estimate. The term is also proportional to IIIfellD, which is zero if the space
spanned by the basis functions is D-orthogonal to e. The dependence on A and 3A is a little
more complicated. If either A or ix3 approaches one, the coefficient approaches infinity. In
contrast to the discussion in the preceding section, we now have a situation where values of
A close to 1 cease to be preferable.
Our proof of Theorem 4 relies on the same ideas that were used to prove Theorems 1
and 3. However, this proof will actually be simpler, since we no longer have to deal with the
sequence MLt. Our presentation of the proof will be brief, relying heavily on the recollection
of arguments used to prove Theorems 1 and 3.
Proof of Theorem 4
The new variant of TD(A) can be written in the form
rt+ = rt + yt(A(Xt)rt + b(Xt)),
where Xt = (it, it+l, Zt), and the matrix and vector valued functions A(-) and b(.) are defined
by
A(X) = z(q'(j) - q'(i))
and
b(X) = z(g(i) -L),
for any X = (i, j, z). Letting A and b represent steady-state expectations of these functions,
it is easy to show that
A = I'D(P() - I)
and
b= 'D(1- ) AE E Pt(g -e),
m=O t=O
the proof being essentially the same as that of Lemma 5. The results of Lemma 6, concerning
the rate of convergence of the expectations to their steady-state values, remain valid. Part
of the proof of Lemma 7 shows that the matrix A (as defined in this section) is negative
definite. Given these facts, it follows from Theorem 2 that rt converges to a vector ;x that
is the unique solution to
ATx + b = 0.
Based on this equation, some simple algebra establishes that
-rT = IT(X)(giex) + 1- Afle.
This completes the proof of parts (a) and (b).
Using arguments similar to the proof of Theorem 3, it can be shown that for any A E
[0, 1), f3, is in [0, 1), and that limAti /3 = 0, establishing part (c) of the theorem.
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We will now derive the error bound. As in previous sections, we let r* denote the unique
vector satisfying Bre = IIT(1)(Iri). For any EC [0, 1], we have
lr - Q>rAIID = 11(1 - 6)< ±r + -r-(1 -T )--r - TaArAIID
= (1 - )IH~ + a (nIT(A)r) + ~1- A I I) -)(1 -d -r T(A() AAD
HT~(A~) +6(,i - A) - (HTA) (Ir_
I xX1-A D
K lbr)2 b LD ( _IellD1-A
Since J is an arbitrary scalar in [0, 1], we have
m,* II / Iim ,_*I , I~1 - 1A
and it follows that
II~r A ( - -0) A)I II-eI DA
The desired bound then follows from Theorem 3 and the triangle inequality.
q.e.d.
6 Conclusion
We have proposed a variant of temporal-difference learning that is suitable for approximat-
ing differential cost functions, and we have established the convergence of this algorithm
when applied to finite state irreducible aperiodic Markov chains. In addition, we have pro-
vided bounds on the distance of the limiting function (rX from the space of differential
cost functions. These bounds involve the expression infr IIP r - J*lID, which is natural
because no approximation could have error smaller than this expression (when the error is
measured in terms of IIP( . )ID). What is interesting is the factor of 1/1 - . The value
of acA is in [0, 1) and generally decreases as A increases, approaching zero as A approaches
one. Although this is only a bound, it strongly suggests that higher values of A may lead
to more accurate approximations. However, as has often been observed in the context of
discounted cost temporal-difference learning, lower values of A may lead to substantial gains
in computational efficiency.
It is interesting to note that even if a given Markov chain takes a long time to reach
steady state, the mixing factor cax may be small due to the choice of basis functions. In
particular, the expected future value E[k (it)li0] of a basis function may converge rapidly
even though E[J(it)lio] converges slowly for some other function J. This may partially
explain why small values of A seem to lead to good approximations even with Markov
chains that converge to steady state rather slowly. The impressive Tetris player that was
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constructed using methods similar to temporal-difference learning with small values of A
may exemplify this possibility (Bertsekas and Ioffe, 1996).
The main algorithm we analyzed adapts approximations of average cost and differential
costs simultaneously. To better understand how error in the average cost estimate affects
the approximation of the differential cost function, we analyzed a second algorithm, in which
the average cost estimate / is fixed, while the approximation of the differential cost function
is adapted. This algorithm converges, but the error bound includes an extra term that is
proportional to the error p - p*l1 in the average cost estimate and a term IliellD that is
influenced by the orientation of the basis functions. It is interesting that this term is equal
to zero if the basis functions are all D-orthogonal to e. However, it is difficult in practice
to ensure that such a property will be satisfied when basis functions are selected, especially
since the steady-state probabilities (the elements of D) are unknown.
On the technical side, we mention a few straightforward extensions to our results.
1. With some additional technical assumptions, the proof of Theorem 1 can be extended
to the case of infinite state Markov chains where approximations are generated using
unbounded basis functions. This extension has been omitted for the sake of brevity,
but largely involves arguments of the same type as in (Tsitsiklis and Van Roy, 1997).
2. The linear independence of the basis functions Ok is not essential. In the linearly
dependent case, some components of zt and rt become linear combinations of the
other components and can be simply eliminated, which takes us back to the linearly
independent case.
3. Another extension is to allow the cost per stage g(it) to be dependent on the next
state (i.e., employ a function g(it, it+l)) or even to be noisy, as opposed to being a
deterministic function of it and it+l. In particular, we can replace the Markov process
Xt = (it, it+l, Zt) that was constructed for the purposes of our analysis with a process
Xt = (it, it+l, zt, gt), where gt is the cost associated with the transition from it to it+l.
Then, as long as the distribution of the noise only depends on the current state, our
proof can easily be modified to accommodate this situation.
4. The assumption that the Markov chain was aperiodic can also be alleviated. No part
of our convergence proof truly required this assumption - it was introduced merely to
simplify the exposition.
5. Assumption 3(b) on the step size sequences was adopted for convenience, and weaker
assumptions will certainly suffice, although this might require a substantially more
sophisticated proof.
6. Finally, if Assumption 2(b) is removed, then our line of analysis can be used to show
that P7rt still converges, but (I - 1Prt) is aligned to e and need not converge.
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